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Announcement 
Call for Papers and Abstracts: QR97 
Eleventh International Workshop on Qualitative Reasoning 
June 3-6,1997,Il Palazzone, Cortona, fiscany, Italy 
Following the continued success of the Qualitative Reasoning (QR) Workshops, the 
Eleventh International Workshop (QR97) will be held at “11 Pa&zone”, Cortona, Tus- 
cany, Italy. “11 Palazzone”, an imposing and regal sixteenth century Villa owned by the 
Scuola Normale Superiore - Pisa, is located in the charming medieval town of Cortona. 
Papers are invited on any area with topics relevant to Qualitative Reasoning, including 
(but not limited to) : 
l QR techniques (e.g., qualitative simulation; ontologies; management of multiple 
models; reasoning over time and space; mathematical formalizations of QR; qual- 
itative algebraic reasoning; qualitative dynamics; qualitative kinematics; qualitative 
optimization). 
l Knowledge acquisition (e.g., model building tools and techniques; automated model 
construction and machine learning; acquisition of models from data). 
l Task-level reasoning (e.g., design/planning; monitoring; diagnosis and repair; ex- 
planation; tutoring and training; process control/supervision). 
l QR in applications (e.g., descriptions of application problems and solutions; appli- 
cations dealing with: real-time responses, large scale models and scaling techniques 
in general, different knowledge sources). 
l Relation to other techniques (e.g., fuzzy logic; quantitative models/methods; stoch- 
astic models/methods; system dynamics and bond-graphs; signal processing; inter- 
pretation of numerical information; coordination of adaptive numerical methods). 
l QR methods in other disciplines (e.g., biology; chemistry; cognitive science; ecol- 
ogy; economics; engineering; environmental science and engineering; medicine; 
physics). 
l Methodological issues (e.g., classifying and relating QR approaches; evaluating QR 
approaches; criteria for selecting methods). 
We also invite abstracts on applications of QR techniques to practical problems. These 
may include abstracts of unpublished work and papers appearing elsewhere. The purpose 
of inviting submissions of abstracts is to encourage discussion of potential applications 
of QR to solve real-world problems. 
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Submissiorl 
l Full papers: Papers will be selected according to their quality, significance, origi- 
nality, and potential to generate discussion. A paper must not exceed 5000 words, 
excluding references and abstract. 
l Abstracts: Abstracts will be selected according to their relevance to the field. An 
abstract must not exceed 1000 words, excluding references. 
Text should be 12-points in size, double-spaced and printed on A4 format paper. 
Authors are requested to specify in a separate letter, via e-mail, if they are submitting 
a full paper or an abstract. Both papers and abstracts will be refereed by at least two 
members of the Program Committee. Accepted papers should be revised in accordance 
with the referees’ comments before final submission. Guidelines for the camera-ready 
copy will be provided to the authors of accepted papers and abstracts. 
We accept electronic submissions. In such cases, the title and the abstract of the 
paper must be sent to the workshop chair via e-mail by January 15. Each paper will be 
assigned a code name which will be notified to its authors. By the deadline (January 
31), the authors must ftp a self-contained version of the paper as a postscript file with 
the assigned code name to ftp.ian.pv.cnr.it in the directory /pub/incoming/qr97. 
If submitting hard copies, mail six copies (copies by fax are not accepted) to the 
workshop chair. 
Participation: 
People who wish to attend the workshop without submitting a paper or an abstract 
should send a letter or email describing their background and research interests by the 
paper submission deadline. To promote an active discussion and to respect limitations of 
space, the organizers will give priority to applicants who submit a paper or an abstract. 
Program Committee: Adam Farquhar (Stanford University, USA), Ken Forbus (North- 
western University, USA), Liliana Ironi (IAN - CNR, Italy), Yumi Iwasaki (Stanford 
University, USA), Leo Joskowicz (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel), Ben 
Kuipers (University of Texas at Austin, USA), Peter Struss (Technical University of 
Munich, Germany), Louise Trave-Massuyes (LAAS - CNRS, France), Kenneth Yip 
(MIT, USA), Feng Zhao (Ohio State University, USA). 
Workshop Chair: Liliana Ironi, Istituto di Analisi Numerica (IAN-CNR), via Abbiate- 
grass0 209, 27100 Pavia, Italy. Phone: (39) 382 - 529600. Fax: (39) 382 - 529566. 
E-mail: liliana@supersl .ian.pv.cnr.it. 
Schedule 
l Submission deadline: January 31, 1997. 
l Acceptance notification: March 14, 1997. 
l Camera-ready copy due: April 18, 1997. 
This information is also available over the WWW at http://www.ian.pv.cnr.it/-qr97f 
More information on the qualitative reasoning research community is available at 
http:/ lai-www.aist.nara.ac.jp/doc/qphysics/ 
